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1. Introduction 
This document is a complete guide to using IceHrm v5.0 and It will provide administrators 

information about configuring the application to align with companies’ HR process and how the 

current HR process of company should be changed or fine tuned to make it work with the 

application.  

2. Installing IceHrm 
Download the latest release https://sourceforge.net/projects/icehrm/ 

Copy the downloaded file to the path you want to install iCE Hrm in your server and extract. 

Create a mysql DB and user. Grant all on iCE Hrm DB to new DB user. 

Visit iCE Hrm installation path in your browser. If you have copied iCE Hrm sources to folder which is 

mapped to web url http://yourserver.com/icehrm, you need to visit 

http://yourserver.com/icehrm/app/install/ to start the installation. 

iCE Hrm will ask you to execute few commands on your server if required. 

In the installation form, fill in details appropriately.  

                          

Click Test Database Connectivity button. 

If everything is successful, click on "Install Application" button which will install Ice Hrm and redirect 

you to login page. 

 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/icehrm/
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Once the application is installed use the username = admin and password = admin to login to your 

system. 

 

 

 
 

3. Manual Installation 
This section will provide information about manually installing icehrm on your server to give you a 

better control over the installation process. You may skip this section if you have already installed 

the application. 

3.1. Following values are assumed for bellow instructions: 
 

DB Name: icehrm_db 

User: icehrm_user 

Password: icehrm_user_pwd 

For Linux users 

Installation path: /var/www/mycompany.com/icehrm/ 

Url to installation path: http://mycompany.com/icehrm/ 

Log file path: /tmp/icehrm.log 

For Windows users 

Installation path: c:\xampp\htdocs\icehrm\ 

Url to installation path: http://mycompany.com/icehrm/ 

Log file: C:\xampp\apache\logs\icehrm.log 

 

3.2. Create a mysql DB for icehrm 
Create a DB and user for mysql and grant all permissions for the DB 

CREATE database icehrm_db; 

grant ALL ON icehrm_db.* TO 'icehrm_user'@'localhost' identified BY 'icehrm_user_pwd'; 

 

 

 

Please rename or delete the install folder (<ice hrm root>/app/install) since it 

could pose a security threat to your iCE Hrm instance. 
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3.3. Create tables 
Run following two scripts on your database 

1. <icehrm_path>/scripts/icehrmdb.sql 

2. <icehrm_path>/scripts/icehrm_master_data.sql 

 

3.4. Provide permissions to required folders 
Please make sure data folder is writable by the web server user 

* If you are a windows user you can skip this step. But make sure that your web server has necessary 

permissions to create files in data folder 

 sudo chmod 777 <icehrm_path>/data/ 

 

3.5 Configure 
Compare values in step(1) with following text and create your own configurations with values you 

are using. 

Assuming values in step (1) config.php for your linux server should look like this: 

<?php 

ini_set('error_log', '/tmp/icehrm.log'); 

  

define('CLIENT_NAME', 'app'); 

define('APP_BASE_PATH', '/var/www/mycompany.com/icehrm/'); 

define('CLIENT_BASE_PATH', '/var/www/mycompany.com/icehrm/app/'); 

define('BASE_URL','http://mycompany.com/icehrm/'); 

define('CLIENT_BASE_URL','http://mycompany.com/icehrm/app/'); 

  

define('APP_DB', 'icehrm_db'); 

define('APP_USERNAME', 'icehrm_user'); 

define('APP_PASSWORD', 'icehrm_user_pwd'); 

define('APP_HOST', 'localhost'); 

define('APP_CON_STR', 'mysql://'.APP_USERNAME.':'.APP_PASSWORD.'@'.APP_HOST.'/'.APP_DB); 

  

//file upload 

define('FILE_TYPES', 'jpg,png,jpeg'); 

define('MAX_FILE_SIZE_KB', 10 * 1024); 
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Assuming values in step (1) config.php for your windows server should look like this: 

 

<?php 

ini_set('error_log', 'C:/xampp/apache/logs/icehrm.log'); 

  

define('CLIENT_NAME', 'app'); 

define('APP_BASE_PATH', 'c:/xampp/htdocs/icehrm/'); 

define('CLIENT_BASE_PATH', 'c:/xampp/htdocs/icehrm/app/'); 

define('BASE_URL','http://mycompany.com/icehrm/'); 

define('CLIENT_BASE_URL','http://mycompany.com/icehrm/app/'); 

  

define('APP_DB', 'icehrm_db'); 

define('APP_USERNAME', 'icehrm_user'); 

define('APP_PASSWORD', 'icehrm_user_pwd'); 

define('APP_HOST', 'localhost'); 

define('APP_CON_STR', 'mysql://'.APP_USERNAME.':'.APP_PASSWORD.'@'.APP_HOST.'/'.APP_DB); 

  

//file upload 

define('FILE_TYPES', 'jpg,png,jpeg'); 

define('MAX_FILE_SIZE_KB', 10 * 1024); 

 

 

After updating configurations with values for your server copy the content to 

<icehrm>/app/config.php 

 

 

4. Admin Modules 
This section provides an overview of the capabilities of IceHrm admin modules. 

4.1 Company Structure 
Company structure module allows you to define the structure of you company by creating parent 

structure of the company, branches, departments and other company units. Also it provides a 

graphical overview of how each of your company units are interconnected. 

 

 

It is important to define company structures before adding employees since you 

need to assign a company structure unit to each employee 
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4.2 Employees 
The “employees” module is used to list, edit, add and search employees in your company. You can 

use the search box to search employees by ID, name or department. 

4.2.1 Login as Employee 

In IceHrm there is a feature for logging into the system as an employee. Any admin can login as any 

employee and perform various actions as that employee such as applying for leaves, updating 

personal information and updating timesheets. 

To login as an employee you can use the  icon on employee list or the “Switch Employee” menu 

in top right hand corner. 
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4.3 Jobs Module 
Job module consist of three sub modules for defining 

1. Job Titles 

2. Pay Grades 

3. Employment Statuses 

You need to define company job titles, pay grades and employee statuses before adding employees 

to Ice Hrm 

 

 

4.4 Qualifications Module 
In qualifications module you can define skills, educational requirements, certifications and language 

requirements you expect from your employees. Employees can add these qualifications to their 

profiles if applicable. 

4.5 Projects Module 
The project module is used to define clients and projects of your company. Each project belongs to a 

specific client. The projects defined in this module can be assigned to each employee and used for 

tracking time in Timesheets module. 

4.6 Document Types Module 
This module is used to define various documents relevant to your organization. The employees are 

able to upload documents under these categories. 

4.7 Leaves Module 
Leaves admin module is used to define all the elements required to manage leave application 

process of your company, including: 

1. Leave types 

2. Leave periods 

3. Work week 
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4. Holidays  

5. Leave rules 

4.7.1 Leave Types 

Leave type tab defines types of leaves which can be applied by employees.  

 

 

4.7.2 Adding a new Leave Type 

“Add New” button will take you to the form for adding a new leave type. 

 

Admin can assign leave to employees: If “Yes” is selected, an Admin or a Manager is able to login as 

an employee (see 4.2.1 Login as Employee) and apply this type of leaves behalf of the employee. 
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Employees can apply for this leave type: If “No” is selected; only an Admin or a Manager is allowed 

to assign this type of leave to an employee. (An employee won’t be able to apply this type of leave). 

Leaves per Year: This is the number of leaves can be applied by an employee per year (or the current 

leave period). If the leave period is less than a Year this is the number of leaves for the leave period. 

Leave Accrue Enabled, Leave Carried Forward: These features are not implemented and will be 

included in a future release 

4.7.3 Leave Periods 

A leave period usually a year but can be different according to company HR processes. Leave periods 

can’t overlap and independent, which means if an employee applied for annual leaves in leave 

period for “Year 2014”, his leave balance in leave period “Year 2015” won’t get affected. This is same 

for all types of leaves. Also if the leave period for year 2015 is not defined, employees won’t be able 

to apply leaves for 2015. 

 

4.7.4 Work Week 

Work week defines the days that your employees are working. When an employee is applying for a 

leave, work week is taken into consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If an employee apply for a leave which includes non-working days, the leave for 

non-working days won’t be counted 
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4.7.5 Holidays 

Holidays defines the list of holidays for all leave periods. It is advised to define all holidays for all the 

enabled leave periods. 

 

 

 

 

4.7.6 Leave Rules 

Leave rules is one of the unique and advanced features of IceHrm. Using leave rules you can 

overwrite the behaviour of leave types for job titles, employment statuses or even individual 

employees. 

 

Example 1:  To enable all Software Engineers to apply for 20 annual leaves, you need to add a new 

leave rule as shown below. 

 

 

 

 

If an employee applies for a leave which includes a holiday, the leave for holiday 

won’t be counted 
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Example 2:  Enable all Software Engineers who are permanent employees to apply for 10 medical 

leaves 

 

Example 3: Do not allow contact workers to apply for casual leaves. Only administrator is allowed to 

apply casual leaves behalf of them with a maximum limit of 5 leaves per leave period 
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4.7.7 Employee Leaves 

Employee leaves tab lists all the employee leaves. An administrator can view details of leaves and 

take actions on it (Approve or Reject). Admin should usually use this feature when the Supervisor of 

the person who applied the leave is not able to do it. 

 

 

4.8 Leave Calendar Module 
Leave Calendar admin module show all the leaves applied in a calendar view. 

 

 

4.9 Report Module 
Report module allows administrators to download various reports in csv format. 
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5. System Modules 
System modules are the modules which allow administrators to change the behaviour of the IceHrm 

application 

5.1 Settings Module 

5.1.1 Changing Company Name 

The company name of the IceHrm instance can be changed by editing setting “Company: Name” 

5.1.2 Configuring Email Notifications 

For details about configuring emails with different settings, please visit: http://icehrm-

blog.gamonoid.com/configuring-email-settings 

If required you can switch off all emails by setting Email: Enable to No. 

5.1.3 Updating Company Logo 

Update the file <icehrm>/app/data/logo.png to update company logo. 

 

5.2 Users Module 
An employee is allowed to login only if there is a user created for the employee. There are three 

access levels for users 

1. Admin:  A user with all the privileges.  If an admin employee is assigned an employee 

then he/she is able to behave as an employee user apart from having admin rights. 

2. Manager:  A manager is an employee with having some admin privileges, such as editing 

subordinates  

3. Employee:  An employee is a user having all employee level rights 

Each user is coupled with an employ and the email configured for the user is used to send email 

notification to the employee. 

5.3 Manage Modules - Module 
This module is for enabling and disabling existing modules. For an example attendance admin and 

user modules can be disabled using this module. 

  

http://icehrm-blog.gamonoid.com/configuring-email-settings
http://icehrm-blog.gamonoid.com/configuring-email-settings
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5.4 Manage Permissions Module 
Manage permissions module lists a bunch of permissions for Managers and Employees which can be 

enabled or disabled.  

 

For an example you can prevent employees from updating and deleting their profile picture by 

setting “Employee – Upload/Delete Profile Image” permission to “No”. 

 

 

 

6. Employee Basic Modules 
This section provides an overview of the capabilities of IceHrm modules for employees and 

managers. 

 

6.1 Basic Information Module 
This module is for employees to mange there basic information. Administrator can allow/disallow 

employees from editing specific fields using permissions set in (5.4 Manage Permissions Module).  
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6.2 Dashboard 
Dashboard lists some general information and allows employee some quick links to most common 

modules. You can navigate to dashboard by clicking icehrm text in top left corner. 

 

6.3 Qualifications Module 
Employees can add edit skills, educational details, certifications and language proficiency using this 

module. 

6.4 Salary Module  
Salary module lists the salary components received by the employee. 

By default employees are only allowed to view this module (Deleting and editing disabled). But 

Admin can change respective permissions in permissions module to allow editing. 

6.5 Dependant/Immigration/Emergency Contacts Modules 
These modules list above information about employees and most of the time employee will update 

this information. 

7 Leave Module 
Employees can apply for leaves and Supervisors can take necessary actions on these leaves using 

leaves module 

7.1 Applying for a Leave 
Goto “All My Leaves” tab and click “Add New” button. This will bring up the form for applying the 

leave. Select leave type and start and end date. Also you can add a reason for applying the leave and 

upload an attachment if required. 
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In next form you can select length of the leave you need for each day included in leave application. 

 

Holidays and non-working days are removed from the list. 

Once this is submitted your supervisor will be notified via email and you will receive a notification 

email once leave is approved or rejected. 

 

 

 

 

You can view leave information by clicking  button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After applying the leave, if you decided to withdraw your application you can do 

it by deleting the leave in “All My Leaves” tab before supervisor approves it. 
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7.2 Leave Approval/Rejection 
Supervisors can approve or reject leaves. “Subordinate Leaves” tab lists all leaves applied by your 

subordinates. 

 

You can reject or approve a leave by selecting  

7.3 Leave Calendar 
Leave calendar displays all leaves applied by you and your subordinates 

 

 

8. Subordinates Module 
This module lists all subordinates and allows you to edit and login as your subordinates. This is only 

available for Manager level users. Even if you are a supervisor and if you do not have manager rights, 

this module will not be available for you. 

For more information about login as your subordinates check: 4.2.1 Login as Employee 

9. Time Management Module  
Time management module encompasses all functions related to tracking working times of 

employees. 

9.1 Projects Module 
This defines the projects assigned to the employee 
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9.2 Attendance 
Attendance module is used to track in and out times for employees. The punch in and out times 

should be within a single day for each record and IceHrm is smart enough to detect whether you 

should punch in or out. 

 

9.3 Timesheets Module 
Timesheets are used to track time each employee is spending on each project and tasks. In IceHrm 

one timesheet is created for every week. 

 

Once an employee is login to the system, the timesheet for current week is created. If the timesheet 

for the previous week needs to be created employee should click  to create timesheet for the 

previous week. 

 

9.3.1 Adding Time Entries 

Click  button on a time sheet and start adding time entries. 
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You need to specify a project, start date, end date and details of the task you have been working on 

  

 

9.3.2 Approve/Reject/Monitoring Timesheets 

A supervisor can view employee timesheets by going into “Subordinate Timesheets” tab. There 

he/she can take view time entries for each timesheet or take necessary actions by clicking  

button. 

 

10. Useful Links 
1. IceHrm Website: http://icehrm.com 

2. Downoad IceHrm: https://sourceforge.net/projects/icehrm/ 

3. Report bugs: https://bitbucket.org/thilina/icehrm-opensource/issues 

4. Blog: http://icehrm-blog.gamonoid.com/ 

5. Source Code: https://bitbucket.org/thilina/icehrm-opensource/src 

 

 

http://icehrm.com/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/icehrm/
https://bitbucket.org/thilina/icehrm-opensource/issues?status=new&status=open
http://icehrm-blog.gamonoid.com/
https://bitbucket.org/thilina/icehrm-opensource/src

